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The introduction of covering generalized rough sets has made a substantial contribution to
the traditional theory of rough sets. The notion of attribute reduction can be regarded as
one of the strongest and most signiﬁcant results in rough sets. However, the efforts made
on attribute reduction of covering generalized rough sets are far from sufﬁcient. In this
work, covering reduction is examined and discussed. We initially construct a new reduc-
tion theory by redeﬁning the approximation spaces and the reducts of covering generalized
rough sets. This theory is applicable to all types of covering generalized rough sets, and
generalizes some existing reduction theories. Moreover, the currently insufﬁcient reducts
of covering generalized rough sets are improved by the new reduction. We then investigate
in detail the procedures to get reducts of a covering. The reduction of a covering also pro-
vides a technique for data reduction in data mining.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Different theories and techniques have been employed to deal with inexact, uncertain and insufﬁcient information in
classiﬁcation, data analysis, concept formation and data mining, such as rough set theory [1,2], fuzzy set theory [3,13,14]
and computing with words [4–7].
Rough set theory proposed by Pawlak [1,2] is a tool that deals with granularity in information systems. It has been suc-
cessfully applied to pattern recognition, expert system, medical diagnosis, environmental science, biology, biochemistry,
chemistry psychology, conﬂict analysis, economics, process control, and elsewhere [8–12,15–19]. Moreover, applications
are increasingly being adopted with the development of rough set theory.
In Pawlak’s rough set theory, the notion of partition or equivalence relation is too restrictive for many applications. To
solve this problem, various extensions of a partition or equivalence relation have been proposed, such as coverings
[25,26], similarity relations [20], tolerance relations [21], arbitrary binary relations [22–24], among others [35–37,45].
The notion of a covering generalized rough set is regarded as a meaningful extension of the traditional rough set model to
deal with more complex practical problems. The literature [25–34,38–44] has already provided several models of covering-
based rough sets. Multiple fuzzy rough set models based on coverings have been established by some researchers [35–37].
Covering-based rough set theory should ﬁrst solve two important theoretical issues. The ﬁrst is to propose reasonable
deﬁnitions of set approximations [27,28,39,38,31,40,33, among others]. The second is to develop reasonable algorithms
for attribute reduction. The notion of attribute reduction can be regarded as one of the strongest and the most substantial
results to distinguish rough set theory from other approaches. However, the current processes covering generalized rough
sets mainly focus on constructing approximation operations [25,27–30,32–41]. Little attention has been paid to attribute
reduction of covering generalized rough sets [29–32,34,44]. In this paper, the covering reduction is examined and discussed
in detail.. All rights reserved.
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elements in a covering and ﬁnd the minimal coverings that induce the same covering lower and/or upper approximations. It
is related to reductions of information granules in data mining. The other is to reduce redundant coverings from a family of
coverings. This is connected to attribute reduction of rough sets, which is widely used in data mining. Generally speaking,
redundant elements of a covering and redundant coverings of a family are different concepts in several types of covering
rough sets. The covering reduction theory is more complex than the one in Pawlak’s rough sets. In this paper, we try to solve
the ﬁrst problem of covering reduction theory but leave the second one for further research.
Zhu et al. [29] constructed a type of reduction to reduce the redundant elements from a covering (also in [30,31]). How-
ever, this reduction theory is insufﬁcient for models of covering-based rough sets [30,31], as further analyzed in the fourth
section. Tsang et al. [32] proposed a reduction method to reduce redundant coverings for a type of covering rough sets from a
family of coverings. Unfortunately, it is not applicable to some types of covering rough sets. Moreover, the reductions of sev-
eral types of covering generalized rough set models have been thus far ignored. In this paper, we construct a uniﬁed reduc-
tion theory for all types of covering rough sets by redeﬁning the approximation space. This newly proposed theory can
reduce redundant elements in a covering and then ﬁnd the minimal coverings that induce the same covering lower or upper
approximation. As a result, the reduction theories in [29,32] become special cases of our reduction theory and the insufﬁcient
reducts in [30,31] are improved. We also investigate the procedures for getting reducts of a covering. The reduction of cov-
erings provides techniques which can get rid of redundancy in data mining at the same time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews some basic notions and results about covering rough set reduction.
In Section 3, we redeﬁne the approximation space of a covering generalized rough set and propose three typical types of
approximation spaces.
Section 4 develops a uniﬁed reduction theory based on the new approximation space for all types of covering generalized
rough sets. We investigate the procedures to get reducts of a covering about three types of approximation spaces: covering
approximation spaces, M-approximation spaces and N -approximation spaces. Arbitrary types of reducts of a covering can
be converted into the ones about the three typical cases mentioned above. The covering reduction theory about N -approx-
imation space is ﬁrst proposed in this paper.
2. Background
In this section, we brieﬂy introduce the basic ideas of rough sets and coverings.
2.1. Basic notions of Pawlak’s rough sets
Let U be a ﬁnite set and R an equivalence relation on U. R generates a partition U=R ¼ fP1; P2; . . . ; Png on U, where
P1; P2; . . . ; Pn are the equivalence classes generated by the equivalence relation R. We call them elementary sets of R in rough
set theory. For any set X, we describe X by the elementary sets of R and the two setsR ¼ [fPi 2 U=RjPi#Xg; R ¼ [fPi 2 U=RjPi \ X–£g
are called the lower and the upper approximations of X, respectively. If RðXÞ ¼ RðXÞ; X is an R-exact set; otherwise, it is an
R-rough set.
2.2. Generalized covering rough sets
In this subsection, we review the basic ideas related to covering-based rough sets. More details can be found in [25,31].
C is called a covering of U, where U is a nonempty domain of discourse, C is a family of nonempty subsets of U and [C ¼ U.
The ordered pair hU; Ci is called the covering approximation space. Let C0 be a subset of C. If C0 is also a covering of U, we call it
a subcovering of C .
It is clear that a partition of U is certainly a covering of U, so the concept of a covering is an extension of the concept of a
partition.
The set of all elements of C containing x, which is regarded as a family of elements of C relative to the object, can be re-
ferred to as the complete description of x. In order to describe an object more accurately, we only consider the essential char-
acteristics related to this object, rather than all characteristics, which is the aim of the minimal description and
neighborhood concepts.
Deﬁnition 2.1 ([25], Minimal description). Let C be a covering of U,MdCðxÞ ¼ fK 2 Cjx 2 K ^ ð8S 2 C ^ x 2 S ^ S#K ) K ¼ SÞg
is called the minimal description of x.When there is no confusion,we omit the subscript C.
Deﬁnition 2.2 ([25,31], Neighborhood). Let C be a covering of U;NCðxÞ ¼ \fC 2 Cjx 2 Cg is called the neighborhood of x. Gen-
erally, we omit the subscript C when there is no confusion.
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tion of x and it is the most precise description. For details, please refer to [25].
Zakowski ﬁrst extended Pawlak’s rough set theory from a partition to a covering in [27]. The second type of covering
rough set model was presented by Pomykala in [28], while Tsang [39] studied the third type. Xu gave the deﬁnition of
the sixth type in [38]. Zhu deﬁned the fourth and the ﬁfth types of covering-based approximation in [31,40]. The seventh
type of approximation operations can be found in [33]. As for the relationship among these types , please refer to [31,41].
Deﬁnition 2.3 ([31], Covering lower and upper approximation operations). Let C be a covering of U. The operations
CLC : PðUÞ ! PðUÞ and CL0C : PðUÞ ! PðUÞ are deﬁned as follows: 8X 2 PðUÞCLCðXÞ ¼ [fK 2 CjK#Xg ¼ [fKj9x; s:t:ðK 2 MdðxÞÞ ^ ðK#XÞg;
CL0CðXÞ ¼ fxjNðxÞ#Xg ¼ [fNðxÞjNðxÞ#Xg:We call CLC the ﬁrst, the second, the third, the fourth or the ﬁfth covering lower approximation operations and CL
0
C the sixth
and the seventh covering lower approximation operations with respect to the covering C.
The operations FH; SH; TH; RH; IH; XH; VH : PðUÞ ! PðUÞ are deﬁned as follows: 8X 2 PðUÞFHCðXÞ ¼ CLðXÞ [ ð[fMdðxÞjx 2 X  CLðXÞgÞ;
SHCðXÞ ¼ [fKjK 2 C;K \ X–£g;
THCðXÞ ¼ [fMdðxÞjx 2 Xg;
RHCðXÞ ¼ CLðXÞ [ ð[fKjK \ ðX  CLðXÞÞ–£gÞ;
IHCðXÞ ¼ CLðXÞ [ ð[fNðxÞjx 2 X  CLðXÞgÞ ¼ [fNðxÞjx 2 Xg;
XHCðXÞ ¼ fxjNðxÞ \ X–£g;
VHCðXÞ ¼ [fNðxÞjNðxÞ \ X–£g:FHC; SHC; THC; RHC; IHC; XHC; VHC are called the ﬁrst, the second, the third, the fourth, the ﬁfth, the sixth and the seventh
covering upper approximation operations with respect to C, respectively. We leave out C at the subscript when there is no
confusion.
An object set X is described by both upper and lower approximations. Different upper/lower operations generate different
upper/lower approximations by adopting various descriptions of objects or various approximation approaches. The minimal
description of an object x is more precise than the complete description while the neighborhood is more precise than the
minimal description. Generally speaking, an operation adopting a more precise description generates a more precise approx-
imation of a set. Nevertheless, the integrality may fall with increasing accuracy. Consequently, we can choose suitable oper-
ations according to the demand. FHC; SHC and THC were compared in [32,46]. Zhu investigated relations of set inclusion
among operations other than VHC in [31] and relations among several types of covering generalized rough sets in [31,40,41].
2.3. The union reduct of a covering
In this subsection, we review the reduction theory introduced in [29], called union reduction theory in this paper. Accord-
ingly, a reducible element is called a union reducible element. Other concepts are labeled similarly, such as a union reducible
covering and union reduct. Detailed descriptions and proofs can be found in [29,31].
Deﬁnition 2.4 ([29], A union reducible covering). Let C be a covering of U and C 2 C. If C is a union of some sets in C  fCg, we
say that C is a union reducible element in C. Otherwise, C is a union irreducible element in C. If every element in C is union
irreducible, we say that C is union irreducible; otherwise C is a union reducible.
A reducible element is merely union reducible, as shown in [29]. However, a union reducible element is a special case of
reducible element, as shown in Section 4.
Deﬁnition 2.5 ([29], Union reduct). For a covering C of U, the new union irreducible covering through the above reduction is
called the union reduct of C and denoted by uredðCÞ.
The union reduct is also a special case of reducts in this paper, as shown in Section 4.
3. Redeﬁned approximation spaces
Let MC ¼ [fMdðxÞjx 2 Ug; NC ¼ fNðxÞjx 2 Ug.
Usually, hU; Ci is called the approximation space of all types of covering rough sets. However, approximation elements of
some types of covering rough set model may not belong to C, e.g. for the sixth or the seventh type of covering rough set mod-
el, hU;NCi is better than hU; Ci as an approximation space; hU;MC;NCi should be the approximation space of the ﬁfth type of
covering rough set model rather than hU; Ci. It is necessary to construct a more suitable deﬁnition of approximation spaces.
In this section, we redeﬁne the approximation space based on a covering such that the above seven types of covering
upper and lower approximation operations are uniﬁed in new approximation spaces.
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operations deﬁned as: 8B# C,
(1) uðBÞ ¼ [B,
(2) wðBÞ ¼ fxj9B 2 BðB 2 MdðxÞÞg
If elements in B can be unions of some sets of C  B; wðBÞ ¼£. It will be interpreted more clearly in Section 4.3.
Let C be a covering of U, it is clear that MC and NC are also coverings of U. Since MC ¼ [fMdðxÞjx 2 Ug;wðBÞ–£ for any
B#MC. From the deﬁnition of neighborhood, we conclude that C 2 MdNC ðxÞ if and only if C ¼ NðxÞ. Then wðBÞ ¼ fxj9B 2 B
such that B ¼ NðxÞg for any B#NC.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Relative operation). Let C be a covering of U;HL : PðUÞ ! PðUÞ be a covering approximation operation with
respect to C;r : PðUÞ ! PðCÞ be an operation. We call r a relative operation of HL if HL ¼ u  r or HL ¼ w  r.
The relative operations of the above covering approximation operations will be listed as Example 3.1 to make this deﬁ-
nition clear.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Approximation space of a covering approximation operation). Let C be a covering of U;HL : PðUÞ ! PðUÞ be a
covering approximation operation with respect to C;r : PðUÞ ! PðCÞ be a relative operation of HL. The range of r is called the
approximation space of HL.
Relative operations, u and w are proposed to obtain a more precise deﬁnition to approximation space.
The quintuple ðU; C;CL;CHÞ is called a covering rough set system(CRSS), where C is a covering of U; CL and CH are the low-
er and upper approximation operations with respect to the covering C.
Deﬁnition 3.3 (Approximation space of a CRSS). Let ðU; C;CL;CHÞ be a CRSS, AC;AC be the approximation spaces of CL and CH,
respectively. Then AC is called a lower approximation space of ðU; C;CL;CHÞ;AC is called an upper approximation space of
ðU; C; CL;CHÞ; hU;AC;ACi is called an approximation space of ðU; C;CL;CHÞ.
If AC ¼ AC , we denote hU;AC;ACi by hU;ACi for short. We leave out C at the subscript when there is no confusion.
Example 3.1. The following list is different relative operations and approximation spaces of the above nine covering approx-
imation operations:
(1) CLC: For any x 2 U, r1ðXÞ ¼ fK 2 CjK#Xg; r01ðXÞ ¼ fKj9x, s.t.ðK 2 MdðxÞ ^ ðK 2 XÞÞg. r1; r01 are the relative operations
of CLC. C; MC are both the approximation spaces of CLC. Since CLC ¼ u  r1 ¼ u  r01, we can choose a suitable relative
operation of CLC ﬂexibly, in line with the type of the covering rough set model. Once the relative operation is deter-
mined, the approximation space will therefore be given.
(2) CL0C: for any x 2 U; r2ðXÞ ¼ fNðxÞjNðxÞ#Xg; CL0C ¼ u  r2 ¼ w  r2;r2 is the relative operation of CL0C.NC is the approx-
imation space.
(3) FHC: for any x 2 U; r3ðXÞ ¼ r1ðXÞ [ ð[fMdðxÞjx 2 X  CLðXÞgÞ. r3 is the relative operation of FHC.MC is the approxima-
tion space.
(4) SHC: for any x 2 U, r4ðXÞ ¼ fKjK 2 C; K \ X–£g. r4 is the relative operation of SHC. C is the approximation space.
(5) THC: for any x 2 U; r5ðXÞ ¼ fMdðxÞjx 2 Xg. r5 is the relative operation of THC . MC is the approximation space.
(6) RHC: for any x 2 U, r6ðXÞ ¼ r1ðXÞ [ ð[fKjK \ ðX  CLðXÞÞ–£gÞ. r6 is the relative operation of RHC. C is the approxima-
tion space.
(7) IHC: for any x 2 U, r7ðXÞ ¼ r1ðXÞ [ ð[fNðxÞjx 2 X  CLðXÞgÞ ¼ fNðxÞjx 2 Xg. r7 is the relative operation of IHC. NC is the
approximation space.
(8) XHC: for any x 2 U; r8ðXÞ ¼ fNðxÞjNðxÞ \ X–£g. r8 is the relative operation of XHC . NC is the approximation space.
(9) VHC: for any x 2 U, r9ðXÞ ¼ fNðxÞjNðxÞ \ X–£g. r9 is the relative operation of VHC. NC is the approximation space.
As a result, hU;MCi is the approximation space of the ﬁrst and the third types of covering rough sets; hU; Ci is the
approximation space of the second and the fourth types of covering rough sets; hU;MC;NCi is the approximation space of the
ﬁfth type of covering rough sets; hU;NCi is the approximation space of the sixth and the seventh types of covering rough sets.
The approximation space of a CRSS can be divided into two approximation spaces of approximation operations. Conse-
quently, we only study the approximation space of a CRSS through these two. Three typical approximation spaces are pre-
sented below. Typically, any approximation space of a CRSS can be converted into some of the three.
Deﬁnition 3.4 (Three typical types of approximation spaces). Let C be a covering of U;HL be a covering approximation
operation with respect to C;AC be the approximation space of HL;MC ¼ [fMdðxÞjx 2 Ug;NC ¼ fNðxÞjx 2 Ug.
(1) If AC ¼ C; C is called a covering approximation space of HL.
(2) If AC ¼MC , MC is called an M-approximation space of HL.
(3) If AC ¼ N C;NC is called an N -approximation space of HL. We can omit C as a subscript when there is no confusion.
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4.1. Limitation in previous covering reduction theory
From Zhu’s papers [29–31], a reduced covering can be computed by deleting redundancy. It is the minimum covering gen-
erating the same lower and upper approximations for any subset X of the universe U. However, this does not hold for all cov-
ering approximation operations. Zhu’s covering reduction theory ﬁts FHC; THC and CLC , while it does not ﬁt the others as is
shown in the following example. For the purpose of solving this problem, in this section we initially propose reduction of a
covering about general approximation spaces. We then study reductions about three typical approximation spaces, based on
the conception that a general space can be changed into some of the three.
Example 4.1. U ¼ fa; b; c; dg; C1 ¼ fa; bg; C2 ¼ fbg; C3 ¼ fb; cg; C4 ¼ fa; dg; C5 ¼ fdg; C6 ¼ fa; b; cg; C1 ¼ fC1;C2;C3; C4;
C5;C6g; C2 ¼ C1  fC6g ¼ fC1;C2;C3;C4;C5g; C3 ¼ C2  fC2g ¼ fC1;C3;C4;C5g. It is easy to see that C2; C3 are reduced
coverings from [29], since there is no union reducible element in them. Moreover, C2 is the union reduct of C1. However,SHC1 ðaÞ ¼ fa; b; c;dg–SHC2 ðaÞ ¼ fa; b; dg;
RHC1 ðaÞ ¼ fa; b; c;dg–RHC2 ðaÞ ¼ fa; b;dg:Thus C6 is not a redundant element of C1 for SHC1 ;RHC1 . On the other hand,
N2ðaÞ ¼ fag;N2ðbÞ ¼ fbg;N2ðcÞ ¼ fb; cg;N2ðdÞ ¼ fdg;
N3ðaÞ ¼ fag;N3ðbÞ ¼ fbg;N3ðcÞ ¼ fb; cg;N3ðdÞ ¼ fdg;we can get NC2 ¼ NC3 .
Thus, IHC2 ðXÞ ¼ IHC3 ðXÞ; XHC2 ðXÞ ¼ XHC3 ðXÞ; VHC2 ðXÞ ¼ VHC3 ðXÞ; CL0C2 ðXÞ ¼ CL
0
C3 ðXÞ for any subset X#U.
It is easy to see that C2 is a redundant element of C2 for IHC2 ;XHC2 ;VHC2 ;CL0C2 .4.2. Reducts of a covering about general approximation spaces
In this subsection, we deﬁne a reducible element, an irreducible covering and a reduct based on general approximation
spaces. We then construct a uniﬁed reduction theory for all types of covering generalized rough sets.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (A reducible element about a covering approximation operation). Let C be a covering of U;HL be a covering
approximation operation with respect to C; AC be the approximation space of HL; C 2 C. C is called a reducible element of C
about HL if AC ¼ ACfCg. Otherwise, C is called an irreducible element of C about HL.
Deﬁnition 4.2 (A reducible element about a CRSS). Let ðU; C;CL;CHÞ be a CRSS, hU;AC;ACi be the approximation space of
ðU; C;CL;CHÞ. C is called a reducible element of C about ðU; C;CL;CHÞ if AC ¼ ACfCg and AC ¼ ACfCg, or else C is called an irre-
ducible element of C about ðU; C;CL;CHÞ.
It is evident that C is a reducible element of C about a CRSS, if and only if C is a reducible element about both approxi-
mation operations of the CRSS.
From the two above deﬁnitions, we know that a reducible element about an approximation operation or a CRSS has been
converted into a reducible element about approximation spaces. So, it is also called a reducible element about an approxi-
mation space. In the following part, we deﬁne the irreducible coverings and reducts about an approximation space. The irre-
ducible coverings and reducts about an approximation operation or a CRSS can be proposed in the same way.
Deﬁnition 4.3 (Irreducible covering). Let C be a covering of U; HL be a covering approximation operation with respect to
C;AC be the approximation space of HL; C 2 C. C is called an irreducible covering about AC if any C 2 C is an irreducible
element of C about AC , otherwise C is called a reducible covering about AC .
Deﬁnition 4.4 (Reduct). Let C be a covering of U; HL be a covering approximation operation with respect to C;AC be the
approximation space of HL; C 2 C. C0 is called a reduct of C about AC if AC ¼ AC0 and C0 is an irreducible covering of C about
AC . Let redðCÞ ¼ fC0jC0 is a reduct of C about ACg.
A reduct should be able to preserve the original classiﬁcation power provided by the initial covering. Deﬁnition 4.4 shows
that reducts of a covering are minimal coverings that preserve the approximation space of the covering. Once the covering
approximation operations have been determined according to the same approximation space, we will obtain equivalent low-
er/upper approximations for any subset of U. We can conclude that reducts of a covering are minimal coverings that preserve
lower/upper approximations.
Theorem 4.1. Let ðU; C;CL;CHÞ be a CRSS, hU;AC;ACi be the approximation space of ðU; C;CL; CHÞ. C and redðCÞ aboutAC generate
the same lower approximations, C and redðCÞ about AC generate the same upper approximations.
If AC ¼ AC; hU;AC;ACi is denoted by hU;ACi for short, then we have the following theorem.
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and C2 generate the same upper approximations if and only if they generate the same lower approximations.
The new reduction theory can be applied to reductions of a covering about different covering approximation operations.
From the deﬁnitions above, it can be inferred that a reduct of a covering about a CRSS is the one about the approximation
space of the CRSS. Since an approximation space of a CRSS can be converted into one or more of three typical approximation
spaces, reducts of a covering about a CRSS are reducts about one or several of them.
From Example 4.1, we can see that properties of reducible elements, irreducible coverings and reducts of a covering vary
with the approximation spaces. Listed below are different cases of the three typical approximation spaces:
Deﬁnition 4.5
(1) If AC ¼ C, reducible elements about C are those equal to some others. Every covering is an irreducible covering if the
equivalent elements are viewed as the same one.
(2) If AC ¼MC , a reducible element aboutMC is called anM-reducible element while an irreducible element aboutMC is
called an M-irreducible element. We denote the set of all M-reducible elements of C by MRðCÞ and the set of all M-
irreducible elements of C byMIðCÞ. An irreducible covering aboutMC is called anM-irreducible covering. Reducts of C
about MC are denoted by MredðCÞ.
(3) If AC ¼ N C , a reducible element about NC is called an N -reducible element and an irreducible element about NC is
called an N -irreducible element. We denote the set of allN -reducible elements of C by NRðCÞ and the set of allN -irre-
ducible elements of C by NIðCÞ. An irreducible covering about NC is called an N -irreducible covering. Reducts of C
about NC are denoted by NredðCÞ.4.3. Reducts of a covering about three typical approximation spaces
In this subsection, the reductions about covering approximation spaces,M-approximation spaces and N -approximation
spaces are investigated.
4.3.1. Reduct of a covering about covering approximation space
Every covering is irreducible about a covering approximation space if equivalent elements of the covering are regarded as
the same. Consequently, we can obtain the reduct of the covering about the covering approximation space.
4.3.2. Reduct of a covering about M-approximation space
In this subsection, we prove that a union reducible element of C is anM-reducible element of C, and vice versa. Thus the
union reduction theory in [29] is aboutM-approximation spaces. The irreducible element in [29] is called a union irreducible
element in this paper.
The following proposition guarantees that, after a union reducible subset was deleted in a covering, it is still a covering.
Proposition 4.1 [29]. Let C be a covering of U;C 2 C be a union reducible element and C1 2 C  fCg. C  fCg is still a covering of
U;C1 is union reducible in C if and only if C1 is union reducible in C  fCg.
This proposition shows that deleting a union reducible subset in a covering will not generate any new union reducible
elements, or make other previous union reducible elements union irreducible. A covering has only one reduct. As a conse-
quence, we can compute the reduct of a covering of a domain by deleting all union reducible elements, or by deleting union
reducible elements step by step. The remainder will still constitute a union irreducible covering of the domain.
Theorem 4.3 [31]. C 2 C is union reducible if and only if 8x 2 U; C R MdðxÞ .
Theorem 4.4 [29]. Let C be a covering of U, then uredðCÞ and C have the same MdðxÞ for all x 2 U.
Theorem 4.3 shows that theM-approximation space will remain unchanged if we reduce union reducible elements from
a covering. Since we can get MC by deleting union reducible elements from C (Theorem 4.4), Theorem 4.5 shows that the
union reduct of a covering is the M-approximation space.
Theorem 4.5. Let C be a covering of U;C 2 C is an M-reducible element of C if and only if C is a union reducible element of C.
Proof
() Suppose C is a union reducible element of C;C is a union of some sets in C  fCg. Then, C  fCg and C have the same
MdðxÞ for all x 2 U. That is MCfCg ¼ MC;C is an M-reducible element of C.
()) Suppose C 2 C is an M-reducible element of C; MCfCg ¼ MC. Then, C  fCg and C generate the same covering upper
approximations, if approximate elements belong to MCfCg or MC. It is evident that uredðC1Þ ¼ uredðC2Þ. Let URðCÞ ¼
fCjC is a union reducible element of CgÞ. From the procedure to get a union reduct of a covering, we know
C 2 C ¼ URðCÞ [ uredðCÞ ¼ URðCÞ [ uredðC  fCgÞ. Since C R uredðC  fCgÞ;C 2 URðCÞ. Thus, C is a union reducible
element of C. h
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covering if and only if C is an M-irreducible covering.
Theorem 4.6. Let C be a covering of U;MredðCÞ ¼ fMCg.
The reduct of a covering about theM-approximation space and the union reduct of the covering are equivalent, as indi-
cated in Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.1. At the same time, the M-reduct of a covering is the M-approximation space of the
covering. Zhu’s covering union reduction theory is the solution to covering granular reduction aboutM-approximation space.
We can compute the M-reduct of a covering C by deleting all union reducible elements, or by deleting union reducible
elements step by step. The remainder C0 is a subcovering of C which is union irreducible. C and C0 generate the same lower/
upper approximations about M-approximation space.
4.3.3. Reducts of a covering about N -approximation space
In [30,31], the reduction of a covering about N -approximation space was analyzed using the covering union reduction
theory. Unfortunately, the reduction method of the covering union reduction theory cannot ensure that there is no redun-
dancy in the remainder. We need to ﬁnd an appropriate reduct of covering about N -approximation space.
In anM-approximation space, every covering has only oneM-reduct, but this does not hold in N -approximation spaces.
In this subsection, we ﬁrst study rules of covering reduction about N -approximation spaces. We then deﬁne a consistent
covering that has only one N -reduct. Coverings are divided into two classes, one consists of consistent coverings and the
other is composed of the remainder. Finally, we introduce covering reduction procedures for N -approximation space in
the two cases.
Example 4.2. U ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; f ; g;hg; C1 ¼ fa; bg; C2 ¼ fa; cg; C3 ¼ fa; dg; C4 ¼ fb; gg; C5 ¼ fb; fg; C6 ¼ fc; eg; C7 ¼ fc;hg;
C ¼ fC1;C2;C3;C4;C5;C6;C7g, C is a covering of U.
Then, NðaÞ ¼ fag; NðbÞ ¼ fbg; NðcÞ ¼ fcg; NðdÞ ¼ fa; dg; NðeÞ ¼ fc; eg; Nðf Þ ¼ fb; fg; NðgÞ ¼ fb; gg; NðhÞ ¼ fc;hg and
NC ¼ ffag; fbg; fcg; fa; dg; fc; eg; fb; fg; fb; gg; fc;hgg.
Since C  fC1g ¼ ffa; cg;fa;dg; fb;gg; fb; fg; fc; eg; fc;hgg; C  fC2g ¼ ffa;bg; fa;dg;fb;gg;fb; fg;fc; eg; fc;hgg; C  fC3g ¼
ffa;bg; fa; cg; fb; gg; fb; fg; fc; eg; fc;hgg; C  fC4g ¼ ffa;bg; fa; cg; fa;dg; fb; fg; fc; eg; fc;hgg; C  fC5g ¼ ffa;bg; fa; cg; fa;dg;
fb; gg; fc; eg; fc;hgg; C  fC6g ¼ ffa;bg; fa; cg; fa;dg; fb; fg; fb; gg; fc;hgg; C  fC7g ¼ ffa;bg; fa; cg; fa;dg; fb; gg; fb; fg; fc; egg,
we have that NC ¼ NCfC1g; NC ¼ NCfC2g but NCfC1 ;C2g ¼ ffa;dg; fbg; fcg; fc; eg; fb; fg; fb; gg; fc;hgg–NC .
NCfC3g; NCfC4g; NCfC5g; NCfC6g and NCfC7g are not coverings of U.
Thus, NRðCÞ ¼ fC1;C2g; NIðCÞ ¼ fC3;C4;C5;C6;C7gg; NredðCÞ ¼ fC  fC1g; C  fC2gg.
This example implies that a covering may have more than one N -reduct and deleting an N -reducible element in a cov-
ering may make other existing N -reducible elements N -irreducible.
Proposition 4.2. Let C be a covering of U;C 2 C, then
(1) C ¼ [x2CNðxÞ,
(2) NðyÞ#NðxÞ if y 2 NðxÞ.Proof
(1) For any x 2 C;NðxÞ ¼ \fCjx 2 C 2 Cg  C. Then C ¼ [x2Cx  [x2CNðXÞ  C, we have C ¼ [x2CNðxÞ.
(2) Let Cx ¼ fCjx 2 C 2 Cg; Cy ¼ fCjy 2 C 2 Cg, then NðxÞ ¼ \Cx, NðyÞ ¼ \Cx. If y 2 NðxÞ ¼ \Cx for any C 2 Cx; y 2 C, then
C 2 Cy. It is obvious that Cx# Cy, thus \Cy# \ Cx. That is NðyÞ#NðxÞ. hProposition 4.3. Let C be a covering of U. Then C 2 NRðCÞ if and only if C ¼ [x2CN0ðxÞ; N0ðxÞ 2 N CfCg.
Proof
()) Since C 2 NRðCÞ; NC ¼ N CfCg. Then we have N0ðxÞ ¼ NðxÞ for any x 2 U and N0ðxÞ 2 N CfCg. Thus C ¼ [x2CNðxÞ ¼
[x2CN0ðxÞ; N0ðxÞ 2 N CfCg.
() Suppose C ¼ [x2CN0ðxÞ; N0ðxÞ 2 N CfCg. For any x 2 U, if x 2 C, then NðxÞ¼\fCxjx2Cx 2Cg¼\fCxjx2Cx 2CfCgg\C¼
N0ðxÞ\C¼N0ðxÞ. If x RC; NðxÞ¼\fCxjx2Cx 2Cg¼\fCxjx2Cx 2CfCgg¼N0ðxÞ. Thus NC ¼N CfCg; that is C 2NRðCÞ.Theorem 4.7. Let C be a covering of U. Then C 2 NRðCÞ if and only if C ¼ [j2J\i2ICij; Cij 2 C  fCg where I; J are index sets.
Proof
() It is evident that C  fCg is also a covering of U. Let NCfCg ¼ fN0ðxÞjx 2 Ug. Suppose y 2 C, that is y 2 [j2J\i2ICij;
Cij 2 C  fCg, then there is a j0 2 J s:t: y 2 Cij0 2 C  fCg for any i 2 I. Since Cij0 ¼ [x2Cij0N0ðxÞ, we have
N0ðyÞ#Cij0 2 C  fCg, then N0ðyÞ#[j2J\i2ICij, that is N0ðyÞ#C. Thus C ¼ [y2Cfyg#[y2CN0ðyÞ#C, we have
C ¼ [y2CN0ðyÞ, that is C 2 NRðCÞ.
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there are index sets I and J such that C ¼ [j2J\i2ICij;Cij 2 C  fCg.Corollary 4.2. Let C be a covering of U.
(1) If C 2 C is an M-reducible element, then it is an N -reducible element.
(2) If C 2 C is an N -irreducible element, then it is an M-irreducible element.
(3) If C0 is an N -irreducible covering, then it is an M-irreducible covering.
The above investigation indicates that the deﬁnition of an N -reducible element is an extension of the deﬁnition of anM-
reducible element( or a union reducible element). AnM-reducible element( or a union reducible element) is an N -reducible
element, but the reverse does not hold. Generally speaking, a covering reduction procedure aboutN -approximation spaces is
not complete if we only reduceM-reducible elements from a covering. This is the reason why it is an insufﬁcient reduction
in [30,31].
Proposition 4.4. Let C be a covering of U;C 2 C be an N -reducible element and C1 2 C  fCg. Then C1 is N -irreducible in C  fCg
if C1 is N -irreducible in C.
Proof. Let C1 is N -irreducible in C. Suppose C1 is N -reducible in C  fCg; then NC ¼ N CfCg ¼ N CfC;C1g. Let NC ¼
fN1ðxÞjx 2 Ug; NCfCg ¼ fN2ðxÞjx 2 Ug; NCfC1g ¼ fN3ðxÞjx 2 Ug and NCfC;C1g ¼ fN4ðxÞjx 2 Ug. We get that N1ðxÞ#N3ðxÞ#
N4ðxÞ, then N1ðxÞ ¼ N3ðxÞ since N1ðxÞ ¼ N4ðxÞ. Thus NCfC1g ¼ N C; C1 is an N -reducible element in C. It is contrary to the
hypothesis. So C1 is N -irreducible in C  fCg. h
This proposition guarantees that omitting an N -reducible element in a covering will not make any current N -irreducible
element N -reducible. It is well established that deleting an N -reducible element in a covering may make other previous N -
reducible elements N -irreducible, as indicated in Example 4.2, so the reverse does not hold.
Proposition 4.5. Let C be a covering of U;NIðCÞ ¼ \NredðCÞ.
Proof. From Proposition 4.4, we have that NIðCÞ# \ NredðCÞ.
For any C 2 NRðCÞ, there is at least one N -reduct C0 of C such that C0# C  fCg. Let RC ¼ fC0jC0 2 NredðCÞ; C0# C  fCgg, we
have [C2NRðCÞRC ¼ NredðCÞ. And for any C0 2 NredðCÞ, there is a C 2 NRðCÞ such that C0# C  fCgg. So we have that
\NredðCÞ ¼ \ð[C2NRðCÞRCÞ ¼ \C2NRðCÞð\RCÞ#\C2NRðCÞðC  fCgÞ ¼ C  NRðCÞ ¼ NIðCÞ.
Thus NIðCÞ ¼ \NredðCÞ. h
The proposition above states that an element will not be reduced in any N -reduction procedure if and only if it is N -
irreducible.
We can get a reduct of a covering by deleting some N -reducible elements in the covering, and then all of the previous N -
irreducible elements in the coveringwill be reserved. Two rules of the covering reduction aboutN -approximation spaces hold:
Rule 1. Omitting an N -reducible element in a covering will not make any previous N -irreducible element N -reducible, but
may make other previous N -reducible elements N -irreducible.
Rule 2. N -irreducible elements will be reserved in any N -reduction procedure.
We will now study which of those elements should be eliminated and which should not.
Deﬁnition 4.6 (An independent subset). Let C be a covering of U;B#NRðCÞ. We say that B is an independent subset of C about
N -approximation space if NC ¼ NCB.
It is evident that MRðCÞ is an independent subset of the covering C about an N -approximation space.
From this deﬁnition, we know that deleting an independent subset will not change the N -approximation space induced
by the covering. Hence, any covering approximations will remain constant.
Deﬁnition 4.7 (A maximal independent subset). Let C be a covering of U;B#NRðCÞ is an independent subset of C. We say that
B is a maximal independent subset of C about N -approximation space if NC–NCB[fCg for any C 2 C  B.
It is clear that for any C0# C; C0 2 NredðCÞ if and only if there is a maximal independent subset B such that C0 ¼ C  B.
Therefore, once a maximal independent subset of C has been found, we can get an N -reduct of a covering C.
Since MRðCÞ is an independent subset of C about an N -approximation space, MRðCÞ can be omitted. However, this is an
insufﬁcient reduction because MRðCÞ is not a maximal independent subset of C. This is why the reductions in [30,31] are
insufﬁcient.
Proposition 4.6. Let C be a covering of U; B be an independent subset of C aboutN -approximation space. Then for any B0#B; B0
is also an independent subset of C.
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x 2 U. Since NC ¼ N CB , we have that N1ðxÞ ¼ N3ðxÞ for any x 2 U. Thus, N1ðxÞ ¼ N2ðxÞ for any x 2 U. That is NC ¼ N CB0 . Con-
sequently, B0 is an independent subset of C about N -approximation space. h
Suppose B#U. Even if B0 is an independent subset of C for every proper subset B0 of B;Bmay not be an independent subset
of C, as shown in the following example.
Example 4.3. U ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; f ; g; hg; C1 ¼ fa; bg; C2 ¼ fa; b; c; dg; C3 ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; fg; C4 ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; f ; g; hg; C5 ¼ fdg;
C6 ¼ ffg; C7 ¼ fhg; C8 ¼ fb; dg; C9 ¼ fb; d; fg; C10 ¼ fb; d; f ; hg; C ¼ fC1; C2; C3; C4; C5; C6; C7; C8; C9; C10g.
Then, NðaÞ ¼ fa; bg; NðbÞ ¼ fbg; NðcÞ ¼ fa; b; c; dg; NðdÞ ¼ fdg; NðeÞ ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; fg; Nðf Þ ¼ ffg; NðgÞ ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; f ;
g;hg; NðhÞ ¼ fhg.
NC ¼ ffa; bg; fbg; fa; b; c; dg; fdg; fa; b; c; d; e; fg; ffg; fa; b; c; d; e; f ; g;hg; fhgg.
It is clear that NRðCÞ ¼ fC8;C9;C10g; NIðCÞ ¼ fC1;C2; C3;C4;C5; C6;C7gN CfC8;C9g ¼ N C , NCfC9 ;C10g ¼ N C , NCfC8;C10g ¼
N CN CfC8 ;C9 ;C10g ¼ ffa; bg; fa; b; c; dg; fdg; fa; b; c; d; e; fg; ffg; fa; b; c; d; e; f ; g;hg; fhgg–NC .
Deﬁnition 4.8 (A consistent element). Let C be a covering of U. Then C 2 NRðCÞ is called a consistent N -reducible element if
there are Cij 2 NIðCÞ such that C ¼ [j2J\i2ICij, where I; J are index sets. Otherwise, C is an inconsistent N -reducible element. A
consistent N -reducible element (an inconsistent N -reducible element) is called a consistent(an inconsistent) element for
short. The set of consistent elements of C is denoted by CNRðCÞ; the set of inconsistent elements of C is denoted by INRðCÞ.
Since an N -irreducible element cannot be reduced in any N -reduction procedure, a consistent element will deﬁnitely be
reduced. A consistent element is different from anM-reducible element. Deleting inconsistent elements may make previous
inconsistent elements N -irreducible, as shown in the following example. We thus have a new reduction rule:
Rule 3. Consistent elements will be reduced in any N -reduction procedure.
Example 4.4. U ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; f ; g; hg; C1 ¼ fa; b; cg; C2 ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; f ; gg; C3 ¼ fb; dg; C4 ¼ fb; eg; C5 ¼ fdg; C6 ¼ feg;
C7 ¼ fa; f ; hg; C8 ¼ fb; d; eg; C9 ¼ fa; dg; C ¼ fC1; C2; C3; C4; C5; C6; C7; C8; C9g.
Then, NðaÞ ¼ fag; NðbÞ ¼ fbg; NðcÞ ¼ fa;b;cg; NðdÞ ¼ fdg; NðeÞ ¼ feg; Nðf Þ ¼ fa; fg; NðgÞ ¼ fa;b;c;d;e; f ;gg; NðhÞ ¼ fa; f ;hg.
Thus, CNRðCÞ ¼ fC9g; INRðCÞ ¼ fC3;C4;C8g; NIðCÞ ¼ fC1;C2;C5; C6;C7g, only C8 ¼ fb; d; eg is M-reducible.
It is clear that C8 ¼ fb; d; eg ¼ C4 [ C5 is an M-reducible element but it is not a consistent N -reducible element;
C9 ¼ fa; dg ¼ C1 \ C7 [ C5 is a consistent N -reducible element but it is not an M-reducible element.
After deleting C3 and C4; C8 becomes N -irreducible in C  fC3;C4g.
Proposition 4.7. CNRðCÞ [MRðCÞ is an independent subset of the covering C about N -approximation space.
Proof. Let C0 ¼ MredðCÞ; U ¼ [C, then NIðCÞ# C0  CNRðCÞ. For any C 2 CNRðCÞ; C ¼ [j2J\i2ICij;Cij 2 NIðCÞ where I; J are index
sets. Then we have [CNRðCÞ# [ NIðCÞ. Since NIðCÞ is covering of [NIðCÞ, let N 1 ¼ fN1ðxÞjx 2 [NIðCÞg be the N -approximation
space induce by NIðCÞ. It is obvious that C ¼ [x2CN1ðxÞ for any C 2 CNRðCÞ. It means that N1ðxÞ#C if x 2 C. So,
N1ðxÞ# \ fCjx 2 C 2 CNRðCÞg.
Let N 0 ¼ fN0ðxÞjx 2 Ug be the N -approximation space induced by C0; N 2 ¼ fN2ðxÞjx 2 Ug be the N -approximation space
induced by C0  CNRðCÞ. For any x 2 [CNRðCÞ; N0ðxÞ ¼ \fCjx 2 C 2 C0g ¼ \fCjx 2 C 2 C0  CNRðCÞg \ fCjx 2 C 2 CNRðCÞ ¼
N2ðxÞ \ fCjx 2 C 2 CNRðCÞg. Since NIðCÞ# C0  CNRðCÞ, N2ðXÞ#N1ðXÞ. That implicates N2ðxÞ# \ fCjx 2 C 2 CNRðCÞg. Thus,
N0ðxÞ ¼ N2ðxÞ for any x 2 U. That is N 0 ¼ N 2.
Since N 0 ¼ N C , so NC ¼ N 2 ¼ NCCNRðCÞ[MRðCÞ. The proposition has been proved. h
It is evident that CNRðCÞ is also an independent subset of the covering C about N -approximation space from Proposition
4.6 and Proposition 4.7. The fourth ruler is then proposed:
Rule 4. CNRðCÞ [MRðCÞ, or every subset of it can be reduced at the same time.
Theorem 4.8. Let C be a covering of U;C 2 C be an M-reducible element and C1 2 C  fCg.
(1) C1 is an M-reducible in C if and only if C1 is an M-reducible in C  fCg.
(2) C1 is an M-irreducible in C if and only if C1 is an M-irreducible in C  fCg.
(3) C1 is a consistent element in C if and only if C1 is a consistent element in C  fCg.
(4) C1 is an N -irreducible in C if and only if C1 is an N -irreducible in C  fCg.Theorem 4.9. Let C be a covering of U;C 2 C be a consistent element and C1 2 C  fCg.
(1) C1 is a consistent element in C if and only if C1 is a consistent element in C  fCg.
(2) C1 is an inconsistent element in C if and only if C1 is an inconsistent element in C  fCg.
(3) C1 is an N -irreducible in C if and only if C1 is an N -irreducible in C  fCg.
(4) C1 is an M-irreducible in C if and only if C1 is an M-irreducible in C  fCg.
Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 4.9 can be directly interpreted by Deﬁnition 4.8, Theorems 4.5, 4.7, Propositions 4.1, 4.4, 4.7
and Corollaries 4.1, 4.2. Two more reduction rules can be introduced:
Rule 5. After deleting an M-reducible element in C, other M-reducible elements (M-irreducible elements, N -irreducible
elements or consistent elements) are still M-reducible (M-irreducible, N -irreducible or consistent) in C  fCg, while some
previous inconsistent elements may be N -irreducible in C  fCg (as shown in the following example).
Rule 6. After deleting a consistent element in C, other consistent elements (inconsistent elements, N -irreducible elements
or M-irreducible elements) are still consistent (inconsistent, N -irreducible and M-irreducible) in C  fCg while some pre-
vious M-reducible elements may be M-irreducible (as shown in the following example).
Example 4.5. U ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; fg; C1 ¼ fa; bg; C2 ¼ fa; b; cg; C3 ¼ fbg; C4 ¼ fcg; C5 ¼ fa; d; fg; C6 ¼ ffg; C7 ¼ fa; e; fg; C8 ¼
fa; fg; C9 ¼ fa; c; fgC ¼ fC1; C2; C3; C4; C5; C6; C7; C8; C9g. INRðCÞ ¼ fC1; C2g; CNRðCÞ ¼ fC8; C9g; NIðCÞ ¼ fC3; C4; C5; C6; C7g
and C2; C9 are also M-reducible elements in C. If C8 ¼ fa; fg is deleted, C9 ¼ fa; c; fg is not an M-reducible element in
C  fC9g; if C2 ¼ fa; b; cg is deleted, C1 ¼ fa; bg is an N -irreducible element in C  fC1g.
Two procedures for covering N -reduction can be established on the basis of the six rulers. Then we introduce the main
features of each procedure.
Procedure 1
Step1. After deleting all M-reducible elements, we can get an M-irreducible subcovering C1 of a covering C.
Step2. Omitting all consistent elements in C1 produces an osculant covering C2.
Step3. After leaving out an element in NRðC2Þ, we have C3, if there is no N -reducible element in C3; C3 is a reduct of the cov-
ering C; if not, we repeat the step until the produced covering is an N -irreducible covering.
Step4. The produced covering C0 is a reduct of the covering C.
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Step1. Omitting all consistent elements in C produces an osculant covering C01.
Step2. After leaving out any element in NRðC01Þ, we have C02, if there is no N -reducible element in C02; C02 is a reduct of the
covering C; if not, repeat the above procedure for the produced covering until it is an N -irreducible covering.
Step3. The produced covering C0 is a reduct of the covering C.If we reduce a covering by Procedure 1, NRðC2Þ ¼ NRðCÞ  CNRðCÞ [MRðCÞ has less elements than NRðC01Þ ¼ NRðCÞ CNRðCÞ.
Therefore, it is more concise to adopt Procedure 1.
If we reduce a covering by Procedure 2, all elements of NredðCÞ can be obtained.
Some special coverings may have more simple N -reduction procedures. Consequently, we propose a consistent covering
as a special case.
Deﬁnition 4.9 (A consistent covering). Let C be a covering of U. We say that C is a consistent covering if every C 2 NRðCÞ is a
consistent element of C.
Proposition 4.8. Let C be a covering of U. The following is equivalence:
(1) C is a consistent covering .
(2) NRðCÞ ¼ CNRðCÞ.
(3) C has only one C-reduct, it is NIðCÞ.
(4) NIðCÞ is still a covering of U, and NC ¼ N CNRðCÞ ¼ N NIðCÞ.
(5) NRðCÞ is an independent subset of C.Proof. It is evident from the deﬁnitions of a consistent covering. h
Deleting a consistent element in a covering neither generates any new consistent element nor makes other previously
consistent elements inconsistent. This together with the fact that a consistent covering has only one reduct, shows that
we can compute the reduct of a consistent covering of a domain by deleting all consistent elements, or by deleting consistent
elements step by step. The remainder still composes an N -irreducible covering, which induces the same N -approximation
space as the previous covering.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we uniﬁed the reduction of different types of covering generalized rough sets and studied the procedures for
ﬁnding reducts for a covering. It has been shown that the reduction of coverings is not only reasonable, but also a key
T. Yang, Q. Li / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 335–345 345concept for us to reduce the redundant information in data mining when using the covering generalized rough set model. In
future articles, we will continue the study of the reduction of a family of coverings.
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